
SAINT LAURENT RIVE DROITE
HEART OF GLASS

Saint Laurent Rive Droite adorns itself with love. To celebrate the February month, Anthony Vaccarello has 
selected various items for lovers. Several products such as jewelries, padlocks will be available in a heart 
shape at Saint Laurent Rive Droite stores in Paris and Los Angeles and on YSL.COM.

A large selection of Valentine’s rare vinyls and a NEW ERA cap with a fleece vintage logo will complete 
this assortment. Saint Laurent Rive droite continues its collaboration with BACCARAT by offering a 
personalization service to engrave the Baccarat heart with initials for Valentine’s day.
 
It also marks the beginning of the collaboration with LIBRI MUTI to present an exclusive collection of note 
books. The Mute books collection re-interprets classical titles. Symbolic titles by authors are transformed 
in a colored note book fill: Adultère from Paul Haurrigot will be the first one. 
 
Matcha Nama Chocolate from the refined Japanese restaurant YEN and donuts from MOMZI can be found 
exclusively at Saint Laurent Rive Droite in Paris.

SAINT LAURENT RIVE DROITE is a creative and cultural destination curated by Anthony Vaccarello, located at 213, rue Saint-Honoré 75001 Paris, 
and extended at 469 Rodeo Drive, Los Angeles. 

Named ‘RIVE DROITE’ as a nod to SAINT LAURENT rive gauche line, that helped to democratize fashion and luxury in the sixties.
SAINT LAURENT RIVE DROITE introduces a brand new retail destination for expression, exchange, and lifestyle, showcasing a wide range of products 
including exclusive pieces, limited editions, library, vintage, music, photography combined with art, performances, exhibitions, events,and cultural 
exchanges. Conceptualized by Creative Director Anthony Vaccarello, the extensive and diversified offer from different creative and design fields, are 
imagined and embraced in new ways to enlarge the universe and the DNA of Saint Laurent. 

SAINT LAURENT RIVE DROITE represents an amusing and chic version of today’s Saint Laurent universe. 
saintlaurentrivedroite.com @ysl #saintlaurentrivedroite @anthonyvaccarello



Download the HR images

https://bit.ly/slrd_heart_of_glass
https://bit.ly/slrd_heart_of_glass

